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Abstract
The present status of the use of two-particle intensity interferometry as a diagnostic tool

to study the dynamics of intermediate energy heavy ion collisions is examined. Calculations
for the two-proton correlation function are presented and compared to experiment. These
calculations are based on the nuclear Boltxmamr-Uehling-Uhlenbeck  transport theory. At heavy
ion beam energies around  100 MeV per nucleon it is found that there is only a weak sensitivity
of the results on the nuclear compressibility, but a strong dependence on the in-medium
nucleon-nucleon cross section.

1. INTRODUCTION

Intensity interferometry was introduced by Hanbury  Brown and ILviss  as a technique for
astronomical distance measurement [I].  They recorded the two-photon correlation function
for incoming coincident photons as a function of their relative momentum. This correlation
function can bc  written as:

where (nts)  is the probability of detecting two coincident photons of wavenumber & and is in
detectors 1 and 2, and (ni)  is the probability  of detecting a photon of momenmm & in detector
i (i = 1,2).  Equation 1 contains only count rates, which are proportional to the absolute
squares of the amplitudes. As a consequence, HBT interferometry is insensitive to phase shifts
introduced by atmospheric disturbances. It can be used with very large base lines and delivers
superior resolution. This was 8rst  shown in [2]  by measuring the angular diameter of Sirius.

The physical basis of the HBT effect is that two photons have a non-zero correlation function
due to the symmetrixation  of their wave functions, a consequence of the quantum statistics for
identical particles.

A similar technique can also be used for source sire determinations in subatomic physics.
This was fust  realized by Goldhaber et al. [3]  by studying angular distributions of pions in
pp annihilation processes. ‘Ihey  found that the emission probability of coincident identical
pions is strongly affected by their Bose-Einstein statistics, which causes an enhancement of the
correlation function at xero  relative momentum, Q = 0. The  width of the maximum at q = 0
depends on the radius of the interaction volume [3]  and also on the life-time of the emitting
source[4].






















